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Erratum:

In the original printed version of this paper, incorrect labelling of some of the axes occurred in two of the figures. Corrected versions are shown below. The authors regret this error.

FIGURE 2: Plots of the relationships between the pH, titratable alkalinity and potassium ion concentration of the water soluble extract of greasy fleece samples, and measurements of the tristimulus (Y-Z) values before and after the fleece samples were incubated. The fine lines indicate the 83% confidence band for each relationship. B = Romney back, M = Romney midside, L = Romney belly, b = Merino back, m = Merino midside, l = Merino belly.

FIGURE 4: Plots of the relationships between individual sheep estimates of the rates of skin gland secretion, titratable alkalinity and potassium ions secreted during three of the environmental challenges, and measurements of the tristimulus (Y-Z) values before and after the fleece samples were incubated. The fine lines indicate the 83% confidence band for each relationship.